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-Direct/indirect constraints
-Low mass channels
-Tevatron combined results
-Conclusion and prospects
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Introduction: Why is the Higgs so important ?Introduction: Why is the Higgs so important ?

Standard Model of interaction is a gauge theory:Standard Model of interaction is a gauge theory:  
gauge group SU(2)gauge group SU(2)LLxU(1)xU(1)YY xSU(3) xSU(3)CC

In principle, gauge vector bosons are masslessIn principle, gauge vector bosons are massless
But weak interaction is a short range interaction But weak interaction is a short range interaction 
with with massive vector bosons: Mmassive vector bosons: MZ Z =91 GeV,  M=91 GeV,  MWW=80 GeV=80 GeV

Higgs mechanismHiggs mechanism  provides an explanation: the  provides an explanation: the 
vacuum expected value of the Higgs field breaks the vacuum expected value of the Higgs field breaks the 
symmetrysymmetry
Massive gauge bosons and also matter fermions get Massive gauge bosons and also matter fermions get 
their mass via the interaction with the Higgs field.their mass via the interaction with the Higgs field.
The Higgs mechanism also predicts The Higgs mechanism also predicts existence of existence of  a  a 
Higgs bosons Higgs bosons with mass as a free parameter.with mass as a free parameter.

Standard Model Standard Model has been has been well tested well tested so farso far
But theBut the Higgs bosons   Higgs bosons  is theis the key of the EW breaking  key of the EW breaking 
  mechanism and mechanism and remains unobserved remains unobserved 
Higgs bosons may be gatekeeper foHiggs bosons may be gatekeeper for new physicsr new physics

Z0



Z0 
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Two kind of experimental constraintsTwo kind of experimental constraints

DirectDirect
Search for Higgs at LEP2  (->2000)Search for Higgs at LEP2  (->2000)

IndirectIndirect
Radiative corrections link electroweak experimental observables Radiative corrections link electroweak experimental observables 
(mass, couplings,..) to the Higgs mass  (mass, couplings,..) to the Higgs mass  

LEP precision measurementsLEP precision measurements
Top mass and W mass (at LEP+ at Tevatron).Top mass and W mass (at LEP+ at Tevatron).
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Indirect and direct constraintsIndirect and direct constraints

DirectDirect

MMHH > 114.4 GeV  @95% > 114.4 GeV  @95%

    
Light mass Higgs is favoured: Light mass Higgs is favoured: region accessible to Tevatronregion accessible to Tevatron

Indirect (contributions  from Tevatron)Indirect (contributions  from Tevatron)
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  The TevatronThe Tevatron
Run IRun I (1993-1996) (1993-1996)
~120 pb~120 pb-1-1 per experiment per experiment

top quark discoverytop quark discovery

Run IIaRun IIa: (2002-2006): (2002-2006)
~1.5 fb~1.5 fb-1-1 delivered per experiment delivered per experiment
Run IIbRun IIb  since june 2006    since june 2006  
~2 fb~2 fb-1  -1   delivered per experiment delivered per experiment

6 to 8 fb6 to 8 fb-1-1 by end of run (2009 or 2010)  by end of run (2009 or 2010) 
Run II

36×36 bunches
396 ns bunch crossing

2003
2004

2005
2006~ 3 fb~ 3 fb-1-1/experiment on tape/experiment on tape

The most recent results (spring 2008)The most recent results (spring 2008)
  are based on   2 – 2.3 fbare based on   2 – 2.3 fb-1 -1 

(data recorded up to summer 2007)(data recorded up to summer 2007)

2007
2008

3700
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Higgs production at the TevatronHiggs production at the Tevatron
Production cross section (mH 115-180)
 in the 0.8-0.2   pb range for gg  H
 in the 0.2-0.03 pb range for WH  
associated vector boson production
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Low mass (<130 GeV) channels at the TevatronLow mass (<130 GeV) channels at the Tevatron
For MFor MHH < 130 GeV   < 130 GeV  

pp->WH -> Wbb pp->WH -> Wbb 
eenn bb,  bb, mnmn bb:    bb:   

2 b-jets ~ 40 GeV2 b-jets ~ 40 GeV
  1 lepton ~ 40 GeV 1 lepton ~ 40 GeV   EE ̸̸TT  ~40 GeV ~40 GeV 

pp->ZH-> Zbbpp->ZH-> Zbb
ee bb, ee bb, mmmm bb bb

2 b-jets  ~ 50 GeV 2 b-jets  ~ 50 GeV 
2 leptons ~ 40GeV2 leptons ~ 40GeV

nnnn bb:  bb: 
2 b-jets  ~ 50 GeV 2 b-jets  ~ 50 GeV 
  EE ̸̸TT   ~60 GeV ~60 GeV

  pp->H+ Z/V/X -> jj pp->H+ Z/V/X -> jj tttt
2  jets ~ 30 GeV2  jets ~ 30 GeV
1 leptonic tau1 leptonic tau
1 hadronic tau1 hadronic tau    

  

At low mass mainly decays to bb.At low mass mainly decays to bb.
But overwhelming QCD background But overwhelming QCD background 
if we look for ggif we look for gg H  H  bb bb
  ==>==>  look for associated production  look for associated production 
with vector bosonwith vector boson
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b jets tagging: essential for search at low mass Higgs b jets tagging: essential for search at low mass Higgs 
B-hadrons are long lived particles: B-hadrons are long lived particles:  c ctt~0.5 mm.~0.5 mm.
B-hadrons can decay semi-leptonically:  b->mnc

Eg: CDF 2Eg: CDF 2ndnd vertex tag: vertex tag: ee=50%  for 2% mis-tag at =50%  for 2% mis-tag at hh<1<1
Eg: D0 NNEg: D0 NN ee=60%  for 1.5% mis-tag  Pt=50 GeV  (loose tag)=60%  for 1.5% mis-tag  Pt=50 GeV  (loose tag)
  ee=50%  for 0.5% mis-tag  Pt=50 GeV  (tight tag)=50%  for 0.5% mis-tag  Pt=50 GeV  (tight tag)

Can make use of:Can make use of:
High impact parameter High impact parameter of tracksof tracks

==>  light quark Jet Probability==>  light quark Jet Probability
Secondary vertexSecondary vertex reconstruction (SVX) reconstruction (SVX)
Lepton tagLepton tag
b-jet kinematics (large B-hadron mass)b-jet kinematics (large B-hadron mass)
Combination of above with multivariate Combination of above with multivariate 
techniques (eg Neural Network)techniques (eg Neural Network)

~2 m
m
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CDF: WH->Wbb  1.9 fbCDF: WH->Wbb  1.9 fb-1-1

Isolated central e/Isolated central e/m, m,  p pTT>20 GeV>20 GeV
Recent addition of forward electronsRecent addition of forward electrons

  EE ̸̸TT > 20 GeV, M > 20 GeV, MTT(W)>20 GeV(W)>20 GeV

  Exactly 2 jets: EExactly 2 jets: ETT>20, |>20, |hh|<2|<2
other multiplicities = control samplesother multiplicities = control samples

Exclusive CombinationExclusive Combination
1  b-tag (NN tag)1  b-tag (NN tag)
2 b-tag (SVX+SVX)2 b-tag (SVX+SVX)
2 b-tag (SVX+ Jet Prob)2 b-tag (SVX+ Jet Prob)

Background estimateBackground estimate
W+jets from dataW+jets from data
W+bb/W+jets from MCW+bb/W+jets from MC
top  : MC Alpgentop  : MC Alpgen
QCD from dataQCD from data

6 variable NN 6 variable NN 
exploiting kinematics exploiting kinematics 
as discriminantas discriminant

For For  m mHH=115  limits @95% CL=115  limits @95% CL
(WH)xB(H->bb) <1.1 pb(WH)xB(H->bb) <1.1 pb
9595//(SM)  ~ 8.2   (7.3 expected)(SM)  ~ 8.2   (7.3 expected)
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D0: WH->Wbb  1.7 fbD0: WH->Wbb  1.7 fb-1  -1  

Isolated  e (|Isolated  e (|hh|<1.1) or |<1.1) or m  (|m  (|hh|<2)|<2)  ppTT>15 GeV>15 GeV
muon triggers combined => ~100% acceptancemuon triggers combined => ~100% acceptance

  EE ̸̸TT > 20 GeV, H > 20 GeV, HTT>60 GeV>60 GeV

  Exactly 2 jets: PExactly 2 jets: PTT>20,25, |>20,25, |hh|<2.5|<2.5

Exclusive CombinationExclusive Combination
2  loose NN b-tag2  loose NN b-tag
1 tight NN b-tag1 tight NN b-tag

Background estimateBackground estimate
W+jets (mistag) from dataW+jets (mistag) from data
W+b jets from data (and W+b jets from data (and 
MCFM@NLO)MCFM@NLO)
top  : MC Alpgentop  : MC Alpgen
QCD from dataQCD from data

For For  m mHH=115  limits  @95% CL=115  limits  @95% CL

(WH)xB(H->bb) <1.4 pb(WH)xB(H->bb) <1.4 pb
9595//(SM) ~ 9.1 (11.1 expected)(SM) ~ 9.1 (11.1 expected)

7 variable NN 7 variable NN 
exploiting kinematics exploiting kinematics 
as discriminantas discriminant
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  ZH -> llbb ZH -> llbb  CDF and D0 (1 fb CDF and D0 (1 fb-1-1))

Clean signatures: Clean signatures: 
2 high p2 high pTT isolated leptons. isolated leptons.
Z mass constraintZ mass constraint  
≥≥2 jets:  E2 jets:  ETT>15, Gev |>15, Gev |hh|<2.5|<2.5

EE ̸̸TT ~0 as  kinematical constraint (CDF) ~0 as  kinematical constraint (CDF)

improves di-jet mass resolutionimproves di-jet mass resolution
NN discriminant based on kinematicsNN discriminant based on kinematics

2 exclusive samples:2 exclusive samples:
2 b-tag loose  2 b-tag loose  
1 b-tag tight1 b-tag tight

Bkg estimate from data and  MC @ NLOBkg estimate from data and  MC @ NLO
Z+Heavy Flavor  Z+Heavy Flavor  
Z+jets   (mistags)Z+jets   (mistags)
top  top  
QCD  (fake isolated leptons)QCD  (fake isolated leptons)

For  mFor  mHH=115 GeV=115 GeV
D0 1.1 fbD0 1.1 fb-1-1

(ZH)xB(H->bb) <1.4 pb@95% (ZH)xB(H->bb) <1.4 pb@95% 
9595//(SM)  = 17.8  (20.4 exp) (SM)  = 17.8  (20.4 exp) 

CDF 1 fbCDF 1 fb-1-1

(ZH)xB(H->bb) <1.3 pb@95% (ZH)xB(H->bb) <1.3 pb@95% 
9595//(SM)  = 16 (16)(SM)  = 16 (16)

2b-tag
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  ZH->ZH->nnnnbb   L~2 fbbb   L~2 fb-1 -1 at D0 and CDFat D0 and CDF

Trigger based on online  Trigger based on online  EE ̸̸TT    

CDF selection:CDF selection:
2 jets:  E2 jets:  ETT>45, 25 Gev, >45, 25 Gev, EE ̸̸TT > 75 GeV > 75 GeV

2 b-tag samples (SVT+SVT, SVT+ Jet Prob)2 b-tag samples (SVT+SVT, SVT+ Jet Prob)

D0 selectionD0 selection
  2 jets 2 jets EETT>20 Gev, >20 Gev, EE ̸̸TT >40 GeV >40 GeV

1 sample: 2 NN b-tag  (loose+tight)1 sample: 2 NN b-tag  (loose+tight) BackgroundsBackgrounds::
To suppress and control QCD events :To suppress and control QCD events :

DO and CDF exploits difference DO and CDF exploits difference 
between:between:

track based track based   EE ̸̸T T 

calorimeter based   calorimeter based   EE ̸̸TT
CDF has a dedicated NN for this bkgCDF has a dedicated NN for this bkg

Top (pairs and single)Top (pairs and single)
Z+ jets from data and MC@NLOZ+ jets from data and MC@NLO
W+jets: remove lepton veto to W+jets: remove lepton veto to 
control W+jet backgroundcontrol W+jet background

2nd jet

Fake Missing ET

1st jet

180o

QCD Di-jet  (b̅̅b) 
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  ZH->ZH->nnnnbb resultsbb results

Multivariate techniques to enhance Multivariate techniques to enhance 
signal over backgroundsignal over background

Neural network at CDFNeural network at CDF
Boosted Decision Tree at D0Boosted Decision Tree at D0

The final discriminant is used to set The final discriminant is used to set 
limit on Higgs productionlimit on Higgs production
Analysis also sensitive to WH -> lAnalysis also sensitive to WH -> lnnbb  bb  
with undetected leptonswith undetected leptons

Limits for  mLimits for  mHH=115 GeV=115 GeV
D0 2.1 fbD0 2.1 fb-1-1  
9595//(SM)  = 7.5  (8.4 exp) (SM)  = 7.5  (8.4 exp) 

CDF 1.7 fbCDF 1.7 fb-1-1

9595//(SM)  = 8.0 (8.3)(SM)  = 8.0 (8.3)

Decistion Tree
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tttt jj channel  at CDF with 2 fb jj channel  at CDF with 2 fb-1-1

Several production mechanisms  but small yieldSeveral production mechanisms  but small yield
Higgs decays to taus  ~ 8%.Higgs decays to taus  ~ 8%.
Challenging to reconstruct tau at hadron colliders.Challenging to reconstruct tau at hadron colliders.
use signatures: 1 leptonic decay + 1 hadronic decayuse signatures: 1 leptonic decay + 1 hadronic decay

3 Neural Networks exploit kinematics3 Neural Networks exploit kinematics
against  Z+jetsagainst  Z+jets
against top pair productionagainst top pair production
against QCDagainst QCD

Limits for  mLimits for  mHH=115 GeV=115 GeV
9595//(SM)  = 30.5  (25 exp)(SM)  = 30.5  (25 exp)

This new channel add 5-10%  sensitivityThis new channel add 5-10%  sensitivity
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H -> H ->    at D0 with 2fb at D0 with 2fb-1-1

2 isolated photons with E2 isolated photons with ETT>25 GeV>25 GeV

Neural Net to identify photonNeural Net to identify photon
Look for a peak in invariant mass Look for a peak in invariant mass 
spectrumspectrum

Backgrounds:Backgrounds:
Drell-Yan  (mis-identified electrons)Drell-Yan  (mis-identified electrons)
Direct photon productionDirect photon production
+jet faking photon+jet faking photon

Results could be reinterpreted in exotic Results could be reinterpreted in exotic 
models  (eg fermiophobic Higgs)models  (eg fermiophobic Higgs)

Limits For  mLimits For  mHH=120 GeV=120 GeV
9595//(SM)  =53  (43 exp)(SM)  =53  (43 exp)
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Tevatron combined limitsTevatron combined limits

Combination accounts for systematics and correlations among channelsCombination accounts for systematics and correlations among channels
Impact of systematics is reduced thanks to profiling technicsImpact of systematics is reduced thanks to profiling technics
( sort of « side band fit »  )( sort of « side band fit »  )

Limits For  mLimits For  mHH=115 GeV =115 GeV 9595//(SM)  =5.1  (3.3 expected)(SM)  =5.1  (3.3 expected)
Limits For  mLimits For  mHH=130 GeV =130 GeV 9595//(SM)  =5.1  (4.1 expected)(SM)  =5.1  (4.1 expected) see Dean Hidas' talk on

high masses

Channel CDF D0
lnbb 1.9 fb-1 1.7 fb-1

WH WWW* - 1.1 fb-1

llbb 1 fb-1 1.1 fb-1

ZH nnbb 1.7 fb-1 2.1 fb-1

H WW* 2.4 fb-1 2.3 fb-1

 - 2.3 fb-1

all ttjj 2.0 fb-1 -
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Conclusions and prospectsConclusions and prospects

Most channels are covered with 2 fbMost channels are covered with 2 fb-1 -1 . (another   fb. (another   fb-1 -1 is already on tape)is already on tape)
First channels with tau's are includedFirst channels with tau's are included  

Sensitivity at low mass:  ~  3.5x Standard Model  yieldSensitivity at low mass:  ~  3.5x Standard Model  yield

By 2009-2010,  6 -7 fbBy 2009-2010,  6 -7 fb-1  -1  of physics quality data per experimentof physics quality data per experiment
If Tevatron experiments keep improving their analysis they should be able If Tevatron experiments keep improving their analysis they should be able 
to exclude (or see excess in !!!) the low mass range [110-125] GeVto exclude (or see excess in !!!) the low mass range [110-125] GeV

Looking to the past: Looking to the past: sensitivitysensitivity has scaled has scaled
better than better than √√LL   thanks to analysis thanks to analysis 
improvments. improvments. 
Further improvments forseen and in Further improvments forseen and in 

developmentdevelopment
better di-jet resolutionbetter di-jet resolution
improved lepton acceptance, trigger,  improved lepton acceptance, trigger,  
b-taggingb-tagging
tau channelstau channels
........
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Support slidesSupport slides
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silicon detectorsilicon detector
Drift chamberDrift chamber
TOF PID systemTOF PID system

CalorimeterCalorimeter
DAQ/triggerDAQ/trigger
displaced-vertex triggerdisplaced-vertex trigger

Tevatron Experiments at RunIITevatron Experiments at RunII

Muon System

Central Calorimeter

Solenoid

Plug Calorimeter

Drift Chamber

Silicon Microstrip 
Tracker

Front End Electronics
Pipelined Triggers / DAQ
Online & Offline Software

Time-of-Flight

New

Partly New

Old

NewNew

UpgradedUpgraded

NewNew

UpgradedUpgraded

Tracking in B-fieldTracking in B-field
Silicon detectorSilicon detector
fiber trackerfiber tracker

Calorimeter, muon systemCalorimeter, muon system
DAQ/triggerDAQ/trigger
RunIIb: Silicon layer 0, Cal TriggerRunIIb: Silicon layer 0, Cal Trigger
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backup CDF b-tag plotsbackup CDF b-tag plots

Mistag rateMistag rate

Tagging efficiencyTagging efficiency
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CDF: WH->Wbb  CDF: WH->Wbb  

example figures for  2 tag SVTexample figures for  2 tag SVT

systematic on signal acceptancesystematic on signal acceptance
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D0 internal combinationD0 internal combination

limits For  mlimits For  mHH=115 GeV =115 GeV 9595//(SM)  =6.4  (5.5 expected)(SM)  =6.4  (5.5 expected)
limits For  mlimits For  mHH=135 GeV =135 GeV 9595//(SM)  =10.8  (5.5 expected)(SM)  =10.8  (5.5 expected)
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D0 sensitivityD0 sensitivity
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D0 systematicsD0 systematics
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D0 internal combination – Log Likelihood RatioD0 internal combination – Log Likelihood Ratio

separation between LLRseparation between LLRbb  and LLR and LLRs+b s+b give the power to exclude or discover give the power to exclude or discover 
a Higgs a Higgs 
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CDF internal combinationCDF internal combination

limits For  mlimits For  mHH=115 GeV =115 GeV 9595//(SM)  =5.0  (4.6 expected)(SM)  =5.0  (4.6 expected)
limits For  mlimits For  mHH=130 GeV =130 GeV 9595//(SM)  =4.5  (5.6 expected)(SM)  =4.5  (5.6 expected)
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CDF systematicsCDF systematics
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Prospects Prospects 

So far sensitivity scales better than So far sensitivity scales better than √√LL
thanks to analysis improvmentsthanks to analysis improvments
Including data taking efficiency expectIncluding data taking efficiency expect

5.5 fb5.5 fb-1-1  by 2009  per experiment  by 2009  per experiment
6.8  fb6.8  fb-1-1 by 2010 per experiment by 2010 per experiment

Further improvements forseenFurther improvements forseen
improved lepton identification and improved lepton identification and 
acceptanceacceptance
improved trigger acceptanceimproved trigger acceptance
better di-jet mass resolutionbetter di-jet mass resolution
improved b-taggingimproved b-tagging

layer 0 (D0)layer 0 (D0)
lepton taglepton tag
  multivariate technics multivariate technics 

tau channelstau channels
........

Should be able to cover entire [110-180] Should be able to cover entire [110-180] 
range but [120-145] by 2009range but [120-145] by 2009
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  channels at the Tevatronchannels at the Tevatron

For MFor MHH < 130 GeV   < 130 GeV  

pp->WH -> Wbb pp->WH -> Wbb 
eenn bb,  bb, mnmn bb:    bb:   

2 b-jets ~ 40 GeV2 b-jets ~ 40 GeV
  1 lepton ~ 40 GeV 1 lepton ~ 40 GeV   EE ̸̸TT  ~40 GeV ~40 GeV 

pp->ZH-> Zbbpp->ZH-> Zbb
ee bb, ee bb, mmmm bb bb

2 b-jets  ~ 50 GeV 2 b-jets  ~ 50 GeV 
2 leptons ~ 40GeV2 leptons ~ 40GeV

nnnn bb:  bb: 
2 b-jets  ~ 50 GeV 2 b-jets  ~ 50 GeV 
  EE ̸̸TT   ~60 GeV ~60 GeV

  pp->H+ Z/V/X -> jj pp->H+ Z/V/X -> jj tttt
2  jets ~ 30 GeV2  jets ~ 30 GeV
1 leptonic tau1 leptonic tau
1 hadronic tau1 hadronic tau    

  

For MFor MHH > 130 GeV  > 130 GeV 

gg->H->WW*gg->H->WW*
  eenneen, mnmn, n, mnmn, eenmn nmn 
2 leptons ~ 40 GeV 2 leptons ~ 40 GeV   
EE ̸̸TT  ~60, ~60, 

small small DfDf(l+,l-) (H is scalar )(l+,l-) (H is scalar )
pp->WH -> WWW*pp->WH -> WWW*

ee+jj+ee+jj+nnnn , e , emm+jj++jj+nnnn,  ,  mmmm+jj++jj+nn :nn :
EE ̸̸TT  ~40 GeV~40 GeV  
2 leptons of same charge2 leptons of same charge    
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